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Abstract

We present a density based feasibility analysis of tasks
with offset (non-concrete transactions) scheduled by pre-
emptive EDF, on a uniprocessor system. Our method ex-
tends the analysis technique proposed for sporadic tasks, in
[4, 2], that allows a global schedulability analysis of a sys-
tem. We will show that, for non-concrete transactions, the
naive extension analysis is intractable due to an important
number of busy periods to consider. To avoid this problem
we propose a pseudo-polynomial analysis technique that
gives a necessary and sufficient condition of schedulabil-
ity. This technique is based on the demand bound function.
Finally, We provide an efficient implementation, for the pre-
sented analysis method, that speeds up the algorithm.

Keywords: Feasibility analysis, Real-Time transactions, EDF,
tasks with offsets

1 Introduction

The temporal validation process, in the context of real time
systems, is required to guarantee a priori that all the temporal con-
straints are met (all the tasks complete before their deadlines). The
scheduling algorithm allocates the processor to one of the concur-
rent real-time tasks of a system, the generated execution sequence
is called a schedule. A schedule is feasible if all the tasks meet
their deadlines. A task systemS is feasible with the algorithmA
if A generates a feasible schedule forS. We call a schedulability
test an algorithm that, given a task set and a scheduling algorithm,
returns a negative answer if the scheduling algorithm can generate
a non feasible schedule.

A scheduling algorithmA is optimal for a class of scheduling
algorithm if for any scheduling algorithmB in the same class as
A, if a task system is feasible withB, then it is feasible withA.
Since the EDF scheduling is optimal [7], in uniprocessor context
for independent task system, then the feasibility test under EDF
can be reduced to the schedulability test with EDF.

In the literature, several feasibility tests are proposed for the

systems modeled as the well known independent periodic tasks
of Liu and Layland [11]. The schedulability conditions obtained
with this model are based on the concept of busy period. This is an
interval of time during which the processor never goes idle.The
first deadline miss (if any) must occur in the longest busy period
that is initiated by the simultaneous activation of all the tasks of
the system. Unfortunately, theses conditions are too pessimistic
for certain kinds of application where the simultaneous activation
of some tasks, may not be possible, like tasks with offset [18],
multiframe (MF) and generalized multiframe (GMF) tasks [14, 3].

As an example, we present the model of the serial transactions
[19], where a data acquisition process is activated by an external
event, the acquisition tasks are usually short, because they only
have to bufferize the packets until the whole frame is built,while
the treatment task is longer since it has to deal with the fullframe.
The figure 1 presents a temperature acquisition task (with anex-
ecution time of 2 units and deadline of 5 time units) activated at
the arrival of an external event, this task is followed by a pres-
sure acquisition task (with an execution requiring of 2 timeunits
and deadline 5 time units) activated 5 time units (offset) after the
arrival of the temperature frame. The two acquisition tasksare fol-
lowed by a treatment task that is activated 10 time units after the
arrival of the first event.
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Figure 1. Example of a serial transaction.

It is clear that this task set is feasible because the three tasks are
never activated at the same time. Nevertheless, if all the tasks are
activated simultaneously (feasibility condition of L&L) then the
task set is not feasible, because of the important overestimation of
the processor requirement that can be really imposed by the tasks.
We note that the instant at which the external event arrives is not
known, therefore the activation time of the first acquisition task of
the transaction is not known. Thus the transaction is non concrete.

The tasks with offset model (transactions) has been proposed,
by Tindell [18], in order to take into account offset relations be-



tween the tasks of a system. Transactions are non-concrete (the
transaction activation times are not known a priori). The feasi-
bility problem of transactions has been extensively studied in the
context of fixed priority [8, 13] and with dynamic priority [9]. All
the existing feasibility test, for transactions, are basedon the re-
sponse time analysis (RTA) [1]. This analysis consists in com-
puting the worst-case response time (WCRT) of each task in the
system. If the WCRT of each task is lower or equal than its dead-
line then it is feasible. Generally, the RTA analysis is based on
the study of the critical instant (instant that leads to the worst-case
response time of a task) and the busy period. Tindell [18] proved
that the critical instant (start of the busy period also) of atask un-
der analysis, is a particular instant when it is activated atthe same
time as one task of higher priority, after being delayed by a max-
imum jitter value, in each transaction. Thus several different sce-
narios are possible, for a transaction set, by combining thetasks
of all the transactions. So, the main problem of the exact RTA, is
to check the possible scenarios (candidate critical instants), lead-
ing to an exponential complexity. Only a sufficient feasibility test
with a pseudo-polynomial complexity has been proposed in both
the fixed priority context [13, 16] and the dynamic priority context
[9].

In this paper, we propose a necessary and sufficient test of
the global feasibility of transactions set scheduled by EDF, with
a pseudo-polynomial complexity. We use the demand function
that has been previously used in feasibility analysis of hard-real-
time systems scheduled under EDF priorities [4, 2]. This analy-
sis technique returns an answer concerning the global feasibility
of a system without focusing on every task. It consists in prov-
ing that for a given intervalt, the processor demand of a system,
with both activated and deadline dates withint, is always lower
than or equal to the interval lengtht. We note that this technique
has a complexity lower than the one of RTA technique. We will
show that the naive extension of this technique for transactions is
intractable due to the number of considered scenarios (busyperi-
ods). We propose an analysis technique based on the maximum
demand function (demand bound functiondbfi(t)) that computes
the maximum cumulative demand of a transactionΓi within any
interval time of lengtht; this method provides the same result as
the naive extension method with a pseudo-polynomial run time
complexity. Finally, we provide an efficient implementation, that
allows to speed up the proposed analysis methods, by using the pe-
riodicity of both the demand and demand bound functions. We are
representing statically the processor demand of transactions in ta-
bles, and using it to deduce the processor demand of a transaction
for any given busy period of lengtht.

Section 2 presents the feasibility analysis of sporadic tasks. In
section 3, we present the transaction model, we give a definition of
the demand function, then we propose a different feasibility anal-
ysis method, for transactions. An efficient implementationwith a
study of the complexity are presented in section 4.

2 Feasibility analysis of sporadic tasks

In this section we present the fundamental results concerning
uniprocessor feasibility analysis, for sporadic task systems sched-
uled under EDF priorities, based on the processor demand crite-

rion [5, 6]. A systemS is a set ofN sporadic tasks (τ1, τ2, ..., τN ).
Each taskτi is defined by three parameters, a worst-case execution
timeCi, a minimal time intervalTi separating two successive ac-
tivations of τi (called jobs or instances) and each instance ofτi

must be executed within a deadlineDi, relative to its activation
time. Note that in this model the first activation date of a task is
unknown: tasks are said non-concrete. The task set is scheduled
under a preemptive EDF scheduler, that is, if some tasks are ready
to execute, the scheduler will run the task with the earliestdead-
line, relative to the current time. A sporadic tasks set is feasible
if the corresponding synchronous task set is feasible [4]. i.e. the
tasks are simultaneously activated att0 = 0 and their activations
are strictly periodic. Thus when analysing the schedulability of
a sporadic task system, we will refer as the underlying periodic
task system. The analysis technique is based on the processor de-
mand function [5, 6], which is the amount of time demanded by
the tasks in the interval[t1, t2) that the processor must execute to
ensure that no task misses its deadline. This function is defined
as : df(t1, t2) =

∑N

i=1 ni(t1, t2) ∗ Ci, Whereni is the num-
ber of jobs of taskτi with activation time greater than or equal to
t1 and deadline less then or equal tot2. A necessary condition
for feasibility is: the amount of time demanded by the task set in
any interval must never be larger than the length of the interval.
∀0 ≤ t1 < t2 : df(t1, t2) ≤ t2 − t1.

It has been also showed that, for feasibility analysis, it issuf-
ficient to check the values ofdf(t1, t2) for all the instantst1 that
correspond to the activation time of some job. In the same way,
it is sufficient to check only instantst2 that correspond to the ab-
solute deadline of some job [10, 5]. The time period to study is
H = lcm {T1, T2, ...TN}.

It has been proven, in [4], that the first deadline miss, if any, is
found in the longest busy period starting fromt1 = 0 . A busy pe-
riod is an interval of time where the processor is never idle.Thus,
it suffices to check all deadlines from0 (begin of the busy period)
to the first idle time (length of the busy period). The worst case
busy period starts at timet1 = 0 when all the tasks are activated
simultaneously. Theorem 1 provides the process of feasibility test
of synchronous tasks.

Theorem 1 [15]. A synchronous task setS is feasible with EDF
on a single processor if and only if:∀L∗ ≤ L, df(0, L∗) ≤ L∗

whereL∗ is an absolute deadline and L is the first idle time in the
schedule (the length of the first synchronous busy period).

The previous result is based on the busy period initiated by the
simultaneous activation of all the tasks of a system. For transac-
tions, creating the busy period by the simultaneous activation of
all the tasks of all the transactions causes an overestimation of the
processor demand (tasks of the same transaction can never beac-
tivated at the same time) as it has been showed on an example in
the introduction section. In this situation, the definitionof the busy
period, of L&L task model, leads to a pessimistic feasibility test.
To avoid this pessimism, in the next section, we show that thethe-
orem 1 can be applied in the case of transactions then we develop
the feasibility analysis, using the same technique.
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Figure 2. Example of transaction.

3 Feasibility analysis of real-time transaction

3.1 Computational model

A tasks systemS is composed of a set of|S| transactionsΓi,
with 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| (where|S| is the number of elements in the set
S).

S :
{

Γ1,Γ2, ..,Γ|S|

}

Γi :
{

τi1, τi2, ..., τi|Γi|, Ti

}

τij : < Cij , Oij ,Dij , Jij >

Each transactionΓi (see Figure 2) consists of a set of|Γi| tasksτij

activated at the same periodTi, with 0 < j ≤ |Γi|. Without loss
of generality, we suppose that the tasks are ordered in the set by
increasing offset. A taskτij is defined by : a worst-case execution
time (WCET)Cij , an offsetOij related to the activation date of
the transactionΓi, a relative deadlineDij (related to the offset), a
maximum jitterJij (the activation time of a taskτij may occur at
any time betweent0 + Oij andt0 + Oij + Jij , wheret0 is the
activation date of the transactionΓi).

The Figure 2 presents an example of a transactionΓi composed
of three tasks with periodTi = 16. Note that each transaction is
non-concrete (in fact it’s sporadic).

3.2 Feasibility analysis technique

In the context of dynamic priorities scheduling (EDF), for a
classical independent tasks, the critical instant for a task is found
in a busy period that is started by the simultaneous activation of
all tasks except perhaps the one under analysis [17]. A candidate
critical instant can occur at the beginning of the busy period, or
at an instant such that the deadline of the analyzed instance, co-
incides with the deadline of a task instance of the system. This
result has been extended, by Palencia and Harbour [9], for trans-
actions. They showed that for computing the exact WCRT of an
analyzed task, one needs to test all the possible busy periods (same
as in fixed priorities), that makes the exact analysis intractable (ex-
ponential complexity). Then, they proposed a sufficient (approxi-
mated) analysis with a pseudo-polynomial time complexity.

In this section, we present the analysis technique based on the
demand bound function [4]. This technique allows an exact test
of the global schedulability of a system with EDF. Effectively, this
method, for a given system scheduled by EDF, returns a boolean

answer (feasible or not) concerning its feasibility, but noinforma-
tion on the worst case response time of tasks. So, by using this
analysis for transactions scheduled by EDF, we provide an exact
schedulability test, in a pseudo-polynomial time complexity.

Baruah et al [3] show that for applying the theorem 1 on a task
model, the task independence assumptions [3] must be satisfied.
In transactions the runtime behavior of each task is independent
of the behavior of other tasks in the system and the tasks are trig-
gered by an external event (arrival date is not a priori known). The
transactions are non-concrete and all temporal specifications are
made relative to the arrival date of the external event. Thusthe
transaction model satisfies theses assumptions, thereforewe can
use the theorem 1 in order to analysis the schedulability of trans-
actions scheduled by EDF. But the problem is to identify the busy
period, among all the possible scenarios, in which the feasibility
test must be applied. Before addressing this problem, we show
how the processor demand can be computed for a given scenario.

The feasibility analysis by demand criteria consist in capturing
the demand (interference) of activated tasks that must be finished
in an interval of lengtht (wheret = 0 at the beginning of the busy
period). We give a definition of demand function, in the context of
transactions, for a given busy period starting at the simultaneous
activation of a candidate taskτic in each transactionΓi.

Definition 1 (Demand Function). LetΓi be a transaction, a busy
period is starting by the activation of a taskτic of Γi, and a pos-
itive integer numbert. The demand functiondfic(t) denotes the
cumulative execution requirement by jobs of all tasksτij of Γi that
have activation times within any time interval of durationJij + t
and deadlines within time interval of duration t.

Note that we have obtained the following formulas, that calcu-
late the processor demand, are derived the same way as the deriva-
tion of the formulas of interference in [9], the difference is that
we use only one variablet, for both activation and deadline dates,
for the demand function, while in [9], two variables are used, t for
activation dates andd for deadline dates.

In order to compute the worst processor demand of a system
in a busy period of any lengtht, we must to find the worst de-
mand (interference) of each taskτij of each transactionΓi. For
each possible busy period, we noteτic the candidate task inΓi

initiating the studied busy period. We focus on the activation pat-
tern of τij (Figure 3);Φijc denote the phasing betweenτij , and
the beginning time of the busy period initiated by the activation of
the candidate taskτic; i.e the first instance of a taskτij (activated
within the the busy period) will be activated atΦijc time units af-
ter the beginning of the busy period, and subsequent activations
will occur periodically everyTi. Note that0 ≤ Φijc < Ti.

Φijc = (Oij − (Oic + Jic)) mod Ti (1)

In the sequel, a notationxijc will be related to the taskτij in a
scenario whereτic is activated at the critical instant.

Since a taskτij can interfere with multiple instances during a
busy period of lengtht. The instances ofτij activated in the busy
period oft times can be categorized into two sets.

• Set1: Instances activated before or at the beginning of the
busy period and that can be delayed by a release jitter so that
they coincide with the beginning of the busy period.
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Figure 3. Pattern of activations and deadlines
in busy period.

• Set2: Instances activated after the beginning of the busy pe-
riod.

Based on these two sets and the phasing times, we will be able
to calculate the worst-case processor demand of tasks belonging
to transactionΓi during a busy period of length and deadlinet, we
will call dfijc(t) the demand function of a taskτij in a busy period
which beginning coincides with the activation ofτic. For this, we
must consider only the instances of set1 and set2 with a deadline
before or att.

The worst processor demand ofτij within a time intervalt is
divided into two part.dfset1

ijc the demand caused by the instances
of Set1 with deadline int, anddfset2

ijc the demand caused by the
instances of Set2 with a deadline beforet also. Let us notenijc

the number of instances ofτij belonging to Set1. in the example
of Figure 3 there arenijc = 2 instance that are activated before
the beginning of the busy period and delayed enough by jitterto
be released in the busy period.

nijc =

⌊

Jij + Φijc

Ti

⌋

(2)

Fromnijc activations in Set1, we must consider, in the demand
function, only the instance activations with deadlines beforet . In
Figure 3, only the first instance activation (Φ−2

ijc)) of set1 has a
deadlined0

ijc that occur beforet = 8. Thus the number of ac-
tivations from instantt0 that have their deadline at or beforet is
obtained by:

⌊

nijcTi + t−Dij − Φijc

Ti

⌋

+ 1 (3)

therefore, the demand functiondfset1
ijc computing the processor

demand of instances belonging in set1 is defined as:

dfset1
ijc (t) =

(

min

(

nijc,

⌊

nijcTi + t−Dij − Φijc

Ti

⌋

+ 1

))

0

Cij

Where(x)0 is max {x, 0}.
With the same principle, we calculate the demand caused by

the instances belonging to Set2. We know thatΦijc is the time
at which the first instance of them occurs; the others will occur
at periodic intervals after the initial one. We give the function
dfset2

ijc (t):

dfset2
ijc (t) =

(

min

(⌈

t− Φijc

Ti

⌉

,

⌊

t−Dij − Φijc

Ti

⌋

+ 1

))

0

Cij

Note that the precedent equations may return a negative value be-
cause the relative deadline may be greater than the period. It is
obviously that, fort ≤ d0

ijc + (nijc − 1)Ti, dfset2
ijc (t) is null be-

cause only the deadlines, of instances of set1, occur in thisinterval
time. And fort ≥ d0

ijc + (nijc − 1)Ti, dfset1
ijc (t) = nijcCij .

dfijc(t) = dfset1
ijc (t) + dfset2

ijc (t) (4)

dfijc(t) is the processor demand caused byτij in a busy period
of lengtht, when its beginning coincides with the activation of the
taskτic. Thus the total demanddfic(t), caused by a transaction
Γi, is given by:

dfic(t) =
∑

∀j

(

dfset1
ijc + dfset2

ijc

)

(5)

Now, we have all the ingredients for checking the feasibility of
a system, for a given busy period. For This, one has to check ifall
deadlines, in the busy period, of each task in the system, is met,
using the following test formula:

∀L∗ ≤ L,
∑

∀Γi

dfic(L
∗) ≤ L∗ (6)

WhereL denotes the length of the busy period.L is obtained
by finding, iteratively, the fix point, using the demand processor as
in the context of fixed priority (without regarding the job’sdead-
line).

L(n+1) =
∑

∀i,∀j

(⌊

Jij + Φijc

Ti

⌋

+

⌈

L(n) − Φijc

Ti

⌉)

Cij (7)

The main problem of feasibility analysis of tasks with offsets
is that we dont know which taskτic of each transactionΓi must be
considered to create the worst-case busy period. Thus, as a naive
solution, we must check the feasibility of a system in all possible
busy periods by carrying out all the possible combinations of the
tasks in each transaction. We noteC :< c1, c2, ..., c|S| > a com-
bination of index of the candidate taskτici

in each transactionΓi

initiating a given busy period.Θ is the set of all possible combi-
nationsC (with i ∈ 1.. |S| andci ∈ 1.. |Γi|). The exact analysis
consists in checking the following test:

∀t ≤ L,max
C∈Θ

∑

∀Γi

dfici
(t) ≤ t (8)

Obviously, the large number of combinations (
∏|S|

i=1 |Γi| busy
periods) makes the analysis of every combination intractable. We
can solve this problem, by using the demand bound processor cri-
teria that computes an upper bound of the processor demand for a
system for any interval timet. This technique provides the same
result as the one checking all the possible busy period (Theorem
2).

We definedbfi(t) the demand bound function : it is the upper
bound of the processor demand caused by a transactionΓi in a
busy period of durationt. It is the maximum of all possible de-
mand that could have been caused by considering each candidate
taskτic, in Γi, as the one originating the busy period.



Definition 2 (Demand Bound Function.) LetΓi be a transaction.
The demand bound functiondbfi(t) denotes the maximum cumu-
lative execution requirement by jobs of the all task ofΓi that have
both arrival times and deadlines within any time interval ofdura-
tion t. Formally:

dbfi(t) = max
∀τic∈Γi

dfic(t) (9)

In order to test the feasibility of a system, one has to check
that all the absolute deadlines in the longest busy period are meet,
i.e checking for each deadline (time intervalt) of each task in the
system that thedbf is lower than or equal tot. Thus the test pro-
cess has a pseudo-polynomial dependency on the number of tasks,
which makes the method applicable even for relatively largesys-
tems.

Theorem 2 A transaction system is feasible if and only if
∑

∀Γi
dbfi(t) ≤ t for all positive numbert.

Proof:
The proof consists in showing algebraically the equivalence be-

tween the left part of the inequality 8 and the one of theorem 2.
For a time interval of durationt, we notedfici

(t) the processor
demand, withint, of Γi whenτici

initiate the busy period. As-
sumeθ =< df1c1(t), df2c2 (t), ..., dfnc|S|

(t) > denotes the set of
interferences of the all transactions of the system for a given busy
period initiated by a candidate taskτici

in each transactionΓi.
NoteΘ = {θ : ∀i ∈ 1.. |S| , ci ∈ 1.. |Γi|} the set of all possible
scenarios (busy periods). The value of processor demand function
(equation 8) of a system, in the exact test is given by:

dbf(t) = max
θ∈Θ





|S|
∑

i=1

dfici
(t)





dfici
(t) is thei′th element ofθ. i.e the interference of thei′th

transaction (Γi) for the given combinationθ. Since each proces-
sor demanddfici

(t) of a transactionΓi is independent of all other
transactionΓj 6= Γi, then the elements of the all setsθ are in-
dependents. Thus we can swap the summation and maximization
operations. The formula of demand bound function of the system
becomes:

dbf(t) =

|S|
∑

i=1

(

max
θ∈Θ

dfici
(t)

)

In each combinationθ the i′th element corresponds to the in-
terference ofΓi. Thus this element is always in the set of interfer-
ences{dfici

: ci ∈ 1.. |Γi|}. For a giveni we have

max
θ∈Θ

dfici
(t) = max

ci=1..|Γi|
dfici

(t)

The processor demand becomes:

dbf(t) =

|S|
∑

i=1

(

max
ci=1..|Γi|

dfici
(t)

)

By definition of the demand bound function (equation 9), we
can rewrite the formula as following:
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Figure 4. Example of transaction with jitters.

dbf(t) =

|S|
∑

i=1

dbfi(t)

So, the exact test of equation 8 is equivalent to the following
test (theorem 2)

∀t ≤ L,
∑

∀Γi

(

max
c∈1..|Γi|

dfic(t)

)

≤ t (10)

2

After the result of theorem 2, we conclude that the maximiza-
tion of the processor demand function on each transaction, does
not only give a sufficient condition but a necessary and sufficient
schedulability test i.e if the system is not feasible by thedbf func-
tion then we are sure that the system is not feasible. This result
is interesting compared to [9] where the author focus on RTA of
transactions scheduled by EDF. In the case of RTA, a sufficient
condition is given.

Applying the result of theorem 1 of baruah [5], the procedureof
checking whether a systemS is infeasible, consists in determining
if there exists an absolute deadlineL∗, in the upper busy period of
lengthL, such that the total demand bound, inL∗, is greater than
the durationL∗.

∃L∗ ≤ L :





∑

Γi∈S

dbfi(L
∗)



 > L∗ ? (11)

The length of the upper busy period is computed iteratively
using the maximum interference in the context of fixed priority
(the deadline is not taken in account)

L(n+1) =
∑

∀Γi

Wi(L
(n)) (12)

Wi(t) denotes the maximum cumulative demand caused by all
the job’s (activated int) tasks of a transactionΓi, in any interval
time t.

Wi(t) = max
∀τic







∑

∀j

(⌊

Jij + Φijc

Ti

⌋

+

⌈

t− Φijc

Ti

⌉)

Cij







(13)

For our example of Figure 4, we calculate the demand
of the transactionΓi, in a time intervalt = 23, when each
taskτi1, τi2, or τi3 initiate the busy period. Then the maximum
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Figure 5. demand function of transaction for
a given busy period.

among the demands is considered as a bound on the demand ofΓi.

dfset1
i11 (23) =

(

min
(

1,
⌊

1∗11+23−5−13
11

⌋

+ 1
))

0
∗ 1 = 1

dfset2
i11 (23) =

(

min
(⌈

23−5
11

⌉

,
⌊

23−5−13
11

⌋

+ 1
))

0
∗ 1 = 1

Thusdfi11 = dfset1
i11 + dfset2

i11 = 2. With the same way we cal-
culate the demand caused byτi2 (dfi21 = 2), and the one caused
by τi3 (dfi31 = 2). The demand caused by the transaction is
dfi1 = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 (Figure 5).

Whenτi2 initiates the busy period we havedfi2 = 7, and when
τi3 initiates it we havedfi3 = 5. From these values of demands
caused byΓi the bound demand is the maximumdfi = 7.

This method has a pseudo-polynomial time complexity, the de-
mand bound computation, of a transactionΓi has a complexity:
O(|Γi|

2) because for each candidate taskτic, that initiates the busy
period, we must calculate the demand caused by each taskτij . Let
us noteX the number of deadlines to check, in the longest busy
period, then the complexity of the method isO(X |Γi|

3) (assume
|Γi| = |S|).

4 Faster feasibility analysis

We see, that when testing the feasibility of a system, we
calculate repetitively (according to the number of deadlines to
check), for each transactionΓi, thedbfijc(t) for each pair of tasks
(τic, τij). Thus an important amount of computation effort can be
avoided by finding a repetitive pattern ofdbfi. Therefore, in this
section, we propose a new and efficient implementation algorithm
that reduces significantly the time needed by the feasibility analy-
sis method. This technique is based on the same idea as transac-
tions with fixed priorities [12, 13]. The idea is to find a periodic
and static pattern of demand bound function of transactions(stored
in tables) and to use it in order to compute efficiently thedbf(t)
for anyt in the different steps of the feasibility test. This method
significantly speeds up the feasibility test as showed in thecontext
of fixed priorities [13, 12].

4.1 The periodicity of the demand func-
tion

We know that the task activation dates are periodic, this implies
that deadline dates are also. In a given busy period initiated by the
activation ofτic, the first deadline of a taskτij to meet, that we
noted0

ijc is the deadline of the first instance of Set1 if it is not
empty, else it is the deadline of the first instance of Set2. The first
deadline ofτij ’s jobs (activated in the busy period) to meet in the
busy period is given by:

do
ijc = Φijc +Dij − nijcTi (14)

We can express the demand caused byτij during a busy period
t ≤ d0

ijc +k∗Ti as(k+1)∗Cij . We see that during each interval
of lengthTi afterd0

ijc the demand (not cumulative) caused, byτij ,
is alwaysCij (one activation eachTi times). We notedMax

ijc the
maximum among the first deadlines of all tasks ofΓi.

dMax
ic = max

∀τij

{

d0
ijc

}

(15)

Using this report, we deduce that the processor demand of a
transaction is periodic afterdMax

ic , and the processor demand(no
cumulative) caused by a transactionΓi, during each time interval
of lengthTi (after dMax

ic ) equal to
∑

∀τij
Cij (no cumulative);

Figure 5 show that fort > dMax
ic the demand is repetitive (with

period =Ti) , this allows us to obtain a static representation ofdfic

function during any timet ≥ dMax
ic .

In order to represent statically thedbfi(t) function, that is the
maximum of possible demands, ofΓi, we need to represent stati-
cally all the demandsdfic for each taskτic, of Γi, during the same
time interval (large interval for which thedbfic are not repetitive).
For an easy deduction ofdfi during an arbitrary intervalt (Theo-
rem 3) we represent the demand functions for each task candidate
τ ic during the interval timed0

max + Ti.

d0
max = max

∀c,∀j

{

d0
ijc

}

= max
∀c

{

dMax
ic

}

(16)

4.2 Static representation

For each critical instant candidate,τic, we define a set of points
Pic, where each pointPic[k] has anx (representing deadline time)
and ay (representing the cumulative processor demand caused by
job’s tasks ofΓi with activations and deadlines beforex) coor-
dinates, describing how the cumulative processor demand caused
with deadline time when the activation ofτic begins the busy pe-
riod. The points inPic correspond to the convex corners ofdfic(t)
illustrated by dots in Figure 6 . We noteΩic the ordered and non
redundant set of couple deadline datesd (occurred before or at
d0

max + Ti) and the the corresponding demandC, caused only by
the instances of the same deadlined, of all tasks ofΓi.

Ωic =
{

d0
ijc + k ∗ Ti ≤ d0

max + Ti, ∀j,∀k = 0, 1...
}

(17)
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Figure 6. pattern of the demand functions of a transaction for all the busy periods.

The following equations define the arrayPic:

Pic[1].x = Ωic(1).d

Pic[1].y = Ωic(1).c

...

Pic[k + 1].x = Ωic(k + 1).d

Pic[k + 1].y = Pic[k].y + Ωic(k + 1).c

(18)

For our example of Figure 6, thePic table that stores the coor-
dinate of the convex point of each curve corresponding todfic are
given as:
Pi1 =< (7, 1), (12, 2), (16, 4), (18, 5), (23, 6), (27, 8) >
Pi2 =< (8, 2), (10, 3), (1, 4), (19, 6), (21, 7), (26, 8) >
Pi3 =< (10, 1), (14, 3), (16, 4), (21, 5), (25, 7), (27, 8) >

Once the informations on alldfic-functions are stored inPic-
tables, in order to store the information about the bound demand
dbfi function, we define the table of points,Pi, as the union of all
Pic-s

Pi =
⋃

∀τic

Pic (19)

In order to determine the points inPi corresponding to the con-
vex corners ofdbfi(t) (Figure 7), describing the demand bound
function, we define a subsumes relation: A pointPi[a] subsumes
a pointPi[b] (denotedPi[a] ≻ Pi[b]) if the presence ofPi[a] im-
plies thatPi[b] is not a convex corner. Graphically, the setPi is
illustrated by the dots in Figure 7.

Pi[a] ≻ Pi[b] if and only if

(Pi[a].x ≤ Pi[b].x ∧ Pi[a].y ≥ Pi[b].y)
(20)

Using the subsume relation, we will remove fromPi all sub-
sumed points (that will not be used to represent thedbfi function
i.e the convex corner of curve that representsdbfi):

Remove Pi[b] from Pi if ∃a 6= b : Pi[a] ≻ Pi[b] (21)

For our transaction of Figure 6. We keep inPi = pi1∪pi2∪pi3

only the points representing the maximumdbfi.

Pi =< (7.1), (8.2), (10.3), (15.4), (18.5), (19.6), (21.7),
(26.8) >

At this step, thedbfi is stored inPi (convex corners ofdbfi

function illustrated by the dots in Figure 7). The followingtheo-
rem tells how we can deduce the bound demand ofΓi for any time
t, usingPi.

Theorem 3 During an interval timet = t
′

+ m ∗ Ti, where
d0

max ≤ t
′

< d0
max +Ti, the demand bound caused by a transac-

tion Γi is: dbfi(t) = dbfi(t
′

) +m ∗
∑

∀τij
Cij .

proof:
We can prove this deduction easily, by algebraic equivalence:

Let t = d0
max + m ∗ Ti + t∗, wheret∗ < Ti, be a duration

of a busy period. We notedbfi(a, b) = dbfi(b) − dbfi(a) the
demand caused only during the interval that starts at datea, in a
busy period, and finishes at dateb. Since, after a timet > d0

max,
the demand caused by a transaction is periodic with periodTi and
during each time interval of durationTi an amount of

∑

∀τij
Cij

time requirement is caused (Figure 6), then the demand caused
betweend0

max + kTi andd0
max + kTi + t∗ is equivalent to the on

caused betweend0
max andd0

max + t∗.

dbfi(d
0
max + kTi, d

0
max + kTi + t∗) = dbfi(d

0
max, d

0
max + t∗)

Thus

dbfi(t) = dbfi(0, d
0
max) +m ∗

∑

∀τij

Cij +

dbfi(d
0
max, d

0
max + t∗)

dbfi(t) = dbfi(d
0
max) +m ∗

∑

∀τij

Cij +

dbfi(d
0
max + t∗) − dbfi(d

0
max)

dbfi(t) = m ∗
∑

∀τij

Cij + dbfi(d
0
max + t∗)

dbfi(t) = m ∗
∑

∀τij

Cij + dbfi(t
′

)
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Figure 7. Demand bound function of transaction.

with

t
′

= d0
max + t∗ and d0

max ≤ t
′

< d0
max + Ti

2

UsingPi, the maximum demand caused by a transactionΓi,
during a interval timet ≤ d0

max +Ti, is obtained by a fast lookup
function, as follow:

dbfi(t) = Pi[n].y

n = max {m : Pi[m].x ≤ t}
(22)

In order to validate a systemS, the setψ of deadline dates to
check is reduced to the dates at which thedbfi,∀i changes value,
Thus we need to check that the demand bound caused by a system
is always lower or equal than the deadline belonging toψ.

ψ =
⋃

∀Γi∈S

ψi (23)

ψi = {d = Pi[k].x / k = 1.. |Pi|} ∪
{

d = Pi[k].x +m ∗ Ti /Pi[k].x > d0
max ∧ m = 1..

}

For the same example of Figure 4,we compute the bound de-
mand ofΓi, for t = 32. We use the tablePi for calculate the
demand bound for anyt < d0

max + Ti = 27.
We havet = 21 + 1 ∗ Ti = 21 + 11 (m = 1 andd0

max =
16 ≤ 21 < d0

max + Ti = 27. Thusdbfi(32) = dbfi(21) +
1 ∗

∑

∀τij
Cij = 7 + 4 = 11 (Figure 7). From the tablePi, we

deduce thatdbfi(21) = Pi[7].y = 7.

4.3 Time complexity

In the context of sporadic tasks scheduled under dynamic
(EDF) priority, [4, 2] proved that forU < 1 the length of the

busy period is bounded byℓ =
(

U
1−U

maxN
i=1 {Ti −Di}

)

and

the time complexity of the feasibility analysis isO (N.ℓ), withN

number of tasks andU =
∑N

i=1(Ci/Ti) the utilization factor of
the system.

The feasibility analysis of transactions is divided into two
phases. First, the static representation of the demand bound func-
tion, of each transactionΓi, during a time intervalt ≤ d0

max +Ti;
This operation, for one transactionΓi, has a complexity

O
((

1 +
d0

max−d0

min

Ti

)

|Γi|
2 . log

((

1 +
d0

max−d0

min

Ti

)

|Γi|
))

.

The second phase determines the feasibility of the system, using
the lookup tables obtained during the first phase. Searchinga value

in a tablePi needs a time inO
(

log
((

1 +
d0

max−d0

min

Ti

)

|Γi|
))

.

We note X the number of deadlines, that we have to
check. Thus the overall complexity of the second phase is

O
(

X log
((

1 +
d0

max−d0

min

Ti

)

|Γi|
))

.

In the case, whenDij < Ti the complexity is reduced
to O

(

|Γi|
2 . log (|Γi|)

)

for the static representation, and for
the feasibility analysis it isO (X log |Γi|). Thus the overall
complexity is inO

(

|Γi|
2 . log (|Γi|) +X log |Γi|

)

For transactions scheduled under EDF, a response time analy-
sis (RTA) has been proposed by Palencia and Harbour [9]. The
sufficient analysis proposed consists in computing a bound for
a response time for each task in a system, using the maximum
(approximate) interference function. Giving a task under analysis
τua, LetX be the number of deadlines, of the tasks of a system, in
an upper busy period.Y is the number of iterations for computing
a response time (finding a fixed point) of an instance ofτua for a
given critical instant, andZ the number of instances ofτua acti-
vated in a busy period according to the critical instant considered.
The maximum interference calculation, of a transaction, during an
interval timet, has a complexityO(|Γi|

2). The RTA consists in
computing the response time of the all instances, activatedin the
busy period, of the task under analysis, for each critical instant in
all possible busy periods. Thus the complexity of the RTA algo-
rithm, for τua isO(X ∗ Y ∗ Z ∗ |S| ∗ |Γi|

2). The analysis is per-
formed for all the tasks of a system inO(X ∗Y ∗Z ∗ |S|2 ∗ |Γi|

3).
We note that the interference function used in RTA [9],Wi(t, d),
is based on two different parameters,t for selecting the instances
of tasks activated before or att andd for the ones with a absolute
deadline occurring before or atd (wheret < d).



5. Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a new feasibility analysis,
for tasks with offset (transactions) scheduled under EDF priori-
ties. The analysis technique is based on the processor demand
criteria and allows testing the global feasibility of a system with
a pseudo-polynomial complexity. We have also reduced the com-
plexity (execution time) of the algorithm, by proposing an efficient
implementation technique, that consist in pre-calculating and stor-
ing statically the processor demand bound function and thenuse it
to deduce the demand caused by a system for any timet. It is im-
portant to note that this pseudo-polynomial method, that wepro-
pose in this article, gives a necessary and sufficient schedulability
test for a system of tasks with offset with EDF. In our knowledge,
the other pseudo-polynomial tests, in the context of fixed ordy-
namic priorities, are RTA-based but provide only sufficient(non
exact) schedulability test.

We see that our global analysis technique, based on the
processor demand has a significantly lower complexity than the
one of the response time analysis proposed by palencia [9]. The
reason of the difference in complexity is that our test doesn’t
provide the response time of the tasks, but only checks if allthe
deadlines are met. We don’t know yet if the results provided by
the two methods are similar i.e if a system is decided feasible by
one method, is it also by the other method? The subject of our
future work is to answer to this question.

The authors are grateful to the reviewers for their help in greatly
improving the paper.
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